Bombardier Global 6000

> D-AHGN

PERFORMANCE

CABIN AMENITIES

Work, rest and play - The BOMBARDIER Global 6000 aircraft was
carefully designed to deliver the smoothest, most refreshing, and productive
flying experience. Without exceptions, this 6905 mi range business jet
ensures its guests the maximum comfort possible.

Full Refreshment
Center

Holding generous space for 13 passengers, the layout of the D-AHGN is
arranged in two sections: The central cabin provides eight seats in a doubleclub configuration and integrates a credenza with entertainment equipment
storage. The aft stateroom offers space for five guests, guaranteeing
perfect privacy and a sense of tranquility, if desired. This separable cabin
comprises a full-berthing divan, two single seats, independent temperature
control, and connects to the fully enclosed lavatory area. The baggage
compartment can be accessed anytime throughout the flight.

Satellite Phone

All seats of the D-AHGN are intelligently sculpted and have an outstanding
width, high armrests, an impeccably shaped backrest and a berthing
option. This allows every passenger to enjoy even the longest trip.
Sophisticated soundproofing materials enable lowest-in-class sound
levels. Thanks to the world’s fastest in-flight internet connectivity
through „Ka-band technology“ (excl. North and South Poles) and the
most comprehensive cabin management system, air travel is never
again restricting passengers from video conferencing, live streaming or
online gaming. Working and playing above the clouds? No problem!

SPEED

587 mph

Fully enclosed
lavatory with sink

MAXIMUM RANGE

6905 mi

Espresso machine

ALTITUDE MAX.

Berthable divan

51,000 ft.

Microwave oven
Icebox
Flightshow

SPECIFICATIONS

Catering

NORMAL SEATING

Stewardess

13

WiFi

BAGGAGE VOLUME

194,2 ft³
Emergency Exit

6.17 ft

Entrance

7,9ft

43,20 ft
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